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I came across Lomtung Tago, well into his nineties, sitting
by a fire near the Siko Dido waterfall perched high atop the
outer Himalayan range in Shi Yomi District, Arunachal
Pradesh. Who is Mr. Tago? A local tribesman who in his
youth guided the Indian Army out from the jungle to the
plains in the face of advancing marauding Chinese
troops? One who lived and interacted with the ‘Chinese’ for
a long period when they made his village (‘basti’) the base
and witnessed the Chinese efforts to harness the waterfall
into a reservoir of drinking water, even electricity? Or an
elderly person whose ‘location’ kept changing as the world
around him changed, ticking by the expansion of the
militarised hydro-carbon landscapes along with the shifts
in ‘the great game East’? Taking off from the resilience of
Mr. Tago and the timelessness of the waterfall, the lecture
will go on to discuss India’s Northeast as an embodiment
of an eco-cultural space, a policy making frame and
geo-political scheme woven around the intimate
interaction between nature, nation and nationalities.
From examples of rock relics in geo-security terrains of
Arunachal Pradesh to life-worlds in mountainous Naga
villages enduring through changes and course shifting
rivers in the Brahmaputra Valley, the lecture will
emphasise that the continuous production of the region
as a ‘resource frontier’ in the perilous slopes of capitalism
helps one understand the region as an ecological plot
made of wars, friendships and survival.
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